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EVERLASTINGClassics



Use of simplicity, subtle sophistication,
deliberate use of texture, and clean lines to

define spaces.



01. FLIPNOTE
02. INDIA D&B
03. US D&B
04. VIZTOWN
05. VIZSTORE



FLIPNOTE

June has unlocked new
business opportunities and
avenues for us with multiple
projects in the pipeline. This
month seems to bring in new
hopes and aspirations as our
multi-dimensional business is
soaring high. Our expansion
in the US market has added
new international projects to
our portfolio that give us an
edge as a global service
provider. The growth of
Vizstore was multifold in the
last quarter and we are
looking forward to
continuing the same in
coming quarters.

Let creativity grow, innovation bloom, and hard work
thrive to gain success through conceptualization and
execution of your dreams.

With VIZSTORE & VIZTOWN gearing up for the season, we
can confidently position ourselves as a global tech-focused
organization that breeds innovation and scale-up potential across
our portfolio.

KUMAR SHANU
Business Head - VIZSTORE



I N D I A
Design & Build



IBCC
GE Healthcare
American Towers
Opulence 3
Parishrama
Aimtron

Our assiduity to create enigmatic,
expressive and timeless designs for our
clients is derived from our creative
machines that are constantly working to
produce remarkable results. India D&B
team has been working hard on winning
the following projects in June!

INDIA D&B OUTLOOK



U S A
Design & Build



Nara Lounge
KCL Robotics
Vital Chemicals LLC
Castor Nursing Home

Driven by creativity and a desire to
stand apart, it has been our constant
endeavor to stay in the forefront of
designing a new space. Our US
business has been growing steadily
with multiple new projects added last
month:

US D&B OUTLOOK



VIZTOWN
PropTech



Major scale up project is in process to
increase the onboarding counts of
builder partners along with
strengthening the product technology
by bringing in new features. We have
onboarded several new projects this
month, notably:

Hiranandani - The Quantum, 
MMR Group - 52 Avenue
Greenscape Developers - CBD 14

VIZTOWN HIGHLIGHTS



VIZSTORE
Retail Tech



VIZSTORE, a revolutionary technology
that has promised to bring forth the
digitalisation in furniture & furnishing
industry has been growing multi-folds
every month. We are offering our retail
partner’s free trials. We have successful
empanelled over 260+ counters PAN India
in June and 500+ till date. As the markets
are reopening and the business is growing,
we are targeting to achieve more numbers
here. 

We have successfully implemented
trainings for over 75+ counters in the past
month with the numbers growing every
day. 



Do share your stories, 
comments and feedback

marketing@flipspaces.com 
which we will incorporate in

the next issue

THANK YOU


